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Abstract. We compute the action of the Steenrod squares on the Dickson

invariants of the group GLn = GL{n, Z/2) and the Mùi invariants of the

subgroup Tn consisting of all upper triangular matrices with 1 on the main

diagonal. Our method is very elementary. Roughly speaking, we read off the

above action from the expansion of the Mùi invariants in terms of Dickson and

Mùi invariants of fewer variables.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Let GLn = GL(n, Z/2) and let Tn be the Sylow 2-subgroup of GLn con-

sisting of all upper triangular matrices with 1 on the main diagonal. These two

groups act on Z/2[y1, ... ,yn] in the usual manner.

Dickson and Mùi, respectively, computed the invariant rings

Z/2[yx,...,y/L"   and   Z/2[y,,..., yf"

respectively, as follows.

In [3] Mùi defined the invariant Vn by

vn*vJy\» —.*,,)= n (Vi + -+VtVi+3,J-
XfiZß

The Dickson invariant Qn s = Qn s(yx, ... , yn) ,for 0 < s < n , can be defined

by the inductive formula

*¿« ,5 — *¿n — l ,5—1 n^n — l,s'

Here, by convention, Q„ „ = I for any n , and Qx 0 = y, .

Dickson proved in [2] that

z/2Lv1,...,y/£" = z/2[ßB)0,...,ös,„_1].
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Mùi showed in [3] that

Z/2[yx,...,ynf"=Z/2[Vx,...,Vn].

Let us consider the elementary abelian 2-group E" = (Z/2)" . As is well

known H*(BEn) 3 Z/2[y,, ... ,yn] with degy, = 1 . Here and in what fol-

lows, the cohomology is always taken with coefficients in Z/2. The Dickson

and Mùi invariants have successfully been used in algebraic topology by many

authors since Mùi's work [3], where he proved, among other things, that

Z/2[y,, ... , yfL" = ImtRes, : H*(Blr) - H*(BEn)],

Z/2[yx,..., y/» = Im[Res2: H*(B12„2) -> H*(BEn)].

Here Im denotes the symmetric group on m letters, ZOT 2 is its Sylow 2-

subgroup, and Res, , Res2 are the restriction homomorphisms induced by the

regular permutation representation E" c X2« 2 C £2„ of E".

The mod 2 Steenrod algebra A acts on H*(BEn) = Z/2[y,, ... ,yn] by

means of the Cartan formula together with the relations

Sqyt = yi,        SqXyi = yi,        SqJyt = 0   for I < j and I < i < n.

Since this action commutes with the actions of GLn and Tn , so it induces a

natural action of A on Z/2^,, ... ,yn] for G = GLn or Tn . Note that,

degKn = 2"~   and degQn 5 = 2" - 2s because degy( = 1 .

In this paper the action of the Steenrod squares on the Dickson and Mùi

invariants is explicitly determined by use of a very elementary method. We

prove

Theorem A.

(K, i = o,

sq'K
KQn-i,s>    i = 2"~x-2s,0<s<n-l,

V2 i = 2"~x.

I 0, otherwise.

We also have the following result, which was first obtained in joint work with

Nguyen N. Hai [ 11 ] by another method.

Theorem B (Hai and Hung [11]).

Qnr, i = 2s-2r,r<s,

Qn,rQn,t>      ¿ = 2" - 2' + ? - Ï , r < S < t,

Ql,s> i = 2"-2s,

. 0, otherwise.

Many authors have studied the above action. However, their results can be

divided into two kinds: Either they are only valid for i a power of 2, or they

S«'Qn,s={
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are given only by inductive procedures. (See Singer [12] and Campbell [1] for

results concerning Theorem A, and Madsen [5], Madsen-Milgram [6, Chapter 3],

Smith-Switzer [14], and Wilkerson [ 16] for results related to Theorem B. See also

May [9, §1.3], Mann [7] and Mann-Milgram [8] for results related to Theorem B

with the coefficient ring Z/p for p > 2 .) Also by a direct computation, Singer

obtained Theorem B for « = 2,3 in [13].

It should be noted that the method which we present in this paper is very

elementary. Roughly speaking, we read off the action of any Steenrod operation

on the Dickson and Mùi invariants from the expansion of the Mùi invariants in

terms of Dickson and Mùi invariants of fewer variables (see Lemmas 3.1 and

4.1 for details).
■

2. Preliminaries

Let £,i be the Milnor element of dimension 2' - 1 in the dual algebra At of

the mod 2 Steenrod algebra A . Milnor showed in [10] that

¿.*Z/2K,,E2,..'.]

as algebras.

Given a sequence of nonnegative integers R = (r,, ... , rm), we denote by

St   £ A the dual of £,' • • • £¿¡ with respect to the Milnor basis of At consisting
(r) T

of all monomials in the t¡i 's. In particular, for R = (r), St = Sq . Madsen-

Milgram [6] and Mùi [4] have described St in terms of Dickson invariants by

means of the homomorphism d*mPm, a generalization of d*P, which was first

studied by Steenrod [15].

Suppose X is a topological space. Let

P-h\x) -» //2m'(£T,m xy    Xr)

■ym

be the Steenrod power map, which sends u to I <8¡ u     at cochain level.

The inclusion Em c X2m mentioned in the introduction, together with the

diagonal map of X and the Künneth formula, induces the homomorphism

d*m: H\EL2m xZjm X2m)^H*(BEm)®H\X).

As is well known [3], the Weyl group of Em in Z2m is isomorphic to GLm .

Under the identification H*(BEm) = Z/2[Xj, ... , xm], the Weyl group GLm

acts on Z/2Lv,, ... , xm] as usual. A classical result asserts that

lm(0 c Z/2[x,, ... , xm]GL- ® H'(X).

Now St    can be described as follows.
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2.1. Theorem (Madsen-Milgram [6, Chapter 3], Mùi [4]).

<W-   £   C1+",+gßi.-ö:";:-i^^)
«-('.o

/or a«y x 6 //""(*). //ere Qm>J = Qm s(xx, ... , xj for 0 < s < m.

For m = 1, d*Px is nothing but d*P of Steenrod [15]. Mùi also observes

that

2.2. Proposition [3, 4].  d*mPm is a natural homomorphism preserving cup prod-

uct and satisfying

«   d*mPm = d*Pd*m_xP*m_x,

(»)    <AW = Fm+l (•*!>•••   >Xm>X)-

Here x is the generator of H*(BZ/2) = Z/2[x] with degx = 1.

3. Proof of Theorem A

3.1. Lemma. There exists uniquely an expansion

Vm+¿Xl> — >Xm>yi>-~>yn)

V     o2"~i~{ri+"+rJor¡     ■dm-x    ■coR(V        V)

*=(',.rm)

with cpR £Z/2[VX,..., Vn], Qms = Qm,s(xx,...,xJ for 0<s <m, and

Vr — Vr(yx, ... ,yr) for I < r < n. Furthermore

StR(Vn) = cpR(Vx,...,Vn).

Proof. From Proposition 2.2, we have

dmPmVn^l >•••>>'„)= Vm+n(Xl , ■ • • , *m , V, , . . . , Vn)-

So, according to Theorem 2.1, there exists such an expansion. The uniqueness

of the expansion follows from the algebraic independence of Vx, ... ,Vn over

Z/2[x,, ... ,xj.

Finally, we obtain from another application of Theorem 2.1 the last equation

of the lemma.
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3.2. Proof of Theorem A. We now apply Lemma 3.1 with m = 1 . Note that,
(r) V

in this case St     is nothing but the Steenrod operation Sq .

d*PVn(yx,...,yn) = Vn+x(x,yx,...,yn)

= \\(kx + kxyx + --- + kn_xyn_x+yn)
IX

U(kxyx+...+kn_xyn_x+yn)ll(kxyx+--- + kn_xyn_x+x + yn)

K(yi>--->yn)vn(yi"-->y„-i>x+y»)

= vn(yi, — ,yH)

= Wi.--.'j'J

n-l      ,

n-l

£ô„_ljJ(y,,...,y„_,)(x+y„)

5=0

n-l

(see Mùi [3, Appendix])

2'1K(yi » • ■ •. y„) + 5Z ß»-i ,^i ' • ■ • ' ̂ «-i)x
5=0

= K+EX -K-Qn-i,s-
5=0

From this, Theorem A follows.

4. Proof of Theorem B

4.1. Lemma. There exists uniquely an expansion

m+n+l (xx,...,xm,yx,...,yn,z)

r
£/>î(x1,....,xm,y,,...Jy8)Fw+1(x xm, z)

5=0

wiiA Ps £ Z/2[x,, ... , jc„i]gl™ ® Z/2[y,, ... , y„]GL". Furthermore, if

p-    T    o2""2S"(r'+'+'''")o'''   •••orm-'    • i/ro o      i
^5 — Z-*        ^m,0 ^m,l        ^¿m,m-l    V5 vWi„ ,0 ' • • • ' <¿n ,n-l >

R={rt,-,rJ

with Qmr = Qm<r(xx ,...,xj, Qnt = Qnt(yx ,...,yn), then

StR(QntS) = vf(Qn,0,...,Qn,n_x).

Proof. To prove the uniqueness of such an expansion, we suppose
n

J2 fs(x{, ■ ■ ■, xm, y 1, ■ ■ ■, yn)v2m+x(xx,..., xm, z) = 0
5=0

with the Fs polynomials of the variables indicated.

We remark that degz V   x(xx, ... ,xm, z) — 2m+s. Observe the coefficient
-yin+n

of the leading term z        on the left-hand side of the above equation and we

have Fn = 0. So, we get
n-l

EFV2    =0rsrm+\       U-

5=0
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~m+n — 1

Next, consider the leading term z in the last equation, we obtain Fn_x =

0. Continuing this argument, we get Fn = Fn_x = ■ ■ ■ = FQ — 0.

Now we prove the existence of such an expansion. Recall that

" 2s

vH+l(y,,.. •, y„, z) = 22 Qn,&x > • • • > ?.) •z >
5=0

(see Mùi [3, Appendix]). With Proposition 2.2 in hand, apply d*mPm to the two

sides of this equality and obtain

Vm+n+l(Xl » • • • >Xm > ̂ 1 > " • » Vn > Z) = ¿L dmPm^Qn,s) ' Vm+l(Xl >---,X„,z).
5=0

This is the desired expansion with

^5 = <PJQn,s) 6 Z/2[x,, ... , xJG£« ® Z/2[y,, .. • , y„]GL".

Moreover, according to Theorem 2.1, we have

d*mPmQn,s= £ Ql;0lS-(r^+rJQlA'--Qr-nr-l'StR(QnJ.
R={r,,...,rJ

So we get the last conclusion of the lemma

SiÄ(ßBji) = ^(ß„,o.-,ß„,„-,)-

4.2. Proof of Theorem B. Apply Lemma 4.1 with m = 1 and remember that

St = SV . By the same argument as given in the proof of Theorem A, we

have

Vn+i(x ^x^-^yn^) = Vn+x(yx,...,yn,z)Vn+x(yx,...,yn,x + z)

= V2+X(yx,...,yn,z)

+ Vn+x(yx,...,yn,z)Vn+x(yx,...,yn,x)

= ¿0«y+'+¿0„,5^-¿0„,!x'
s=0 5=0 r=0

v^„2     ,    2s   2s   ,      2¡+\   ,   V^„       .    2"    2r   ,      2'   2\

=  l^Qn,s(X    Z     +Z       ) + 2^Qn,ÁX    Z     +X    Z    )
5=0 r=0

+   £   Qn^QnJ(x2,z2' + x2'z2').

0<r<t<n
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2
Note that V2(x, z) = xz + z .A simple computation leads us to

2"    2' 2'   2" 2"-2r,   2'   2' 2r+\ 2"-2r-2r+1 ,    2r+1    2r+l 2r+2.

X   Z    + X   z    = x        (x   z   + z     ) +x (x     z      + z     ) +

+ x (x      z       + z   )

E2"-(2s+'-2')T.2s, ,
x 'V2 (x, z),

2'   2' 2r   2' 2'-2r,   2'   2' 2r*\
X    Z     + X    Z     = X (X    Z     + Z       ) +

+ x (x     z      + z  )

= g/-(2"'-2V/(,lZ).
s=r

So we get

^+2(*>;f,,-..,*»,*) = ¿ßiL>i + £ *2"~2I+'+2rô„,rK2

5=0 r<s<n

r<s<t<n

From Lemma 4.1, this implies

J*D^. r¿       ,   Y^    2"-2s+1+2' v^      2'-2s+1+2' „

d PQn,s = Qn,s + 2^x Qn,r+l^X Qn.rQn,
r<s r<s<t

Theorem B follows.
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